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Introduction. In [1], Church suggests a precise formulation for the notion of

random sequence as conceived by von Mises. This paper introduces a modified

formulation to avoid some objections inherent in the "classical" case (see Loveland

[8] or [9]), and defines corresponding sets which are then located in the Kleene

hierarchy of recursive unsolvability. More precisely, we locate a collection of

classes in the hierarchy containing some of the defined sets, including the "lowest"

class in which these sets may be found. We confine our attention to sequences of

O's and l's and then make the natural correspondence between sequences and sets

by associating with the infinite sequence a0, alt a2,... the set {/1 a¡= 1}. (We only

consider infinite sequences.)

Unlike the modern concept of "random sequence," the von Mises theory allows

the label "random" or "nonrandom" to be applied to a specific sequence of out-

comes of events, according as to whether or not the sequence has a given structure.

In essence, if a sequence A = (a0, au a2,...) of O's and l's has a certain limiting

relative frequency p of l's to number of places, then every (infinite) sequence,

composed of members of the sequence A, which could represent a betting scheme

played by someone attempting to "beat" the system, (i.e., achieve a different limit-

ing relative frequency) must indeed result in the limiting relative frequency p.

The intuitive concept of "betting scheme" is this: if we regard the indices of the

given sequence as indicating the order of performance of the "events" (such as

coin-tossing) and the corresponding sequence entries as the outcomes of these

events, the "betting scheme" is some effective rule wherein the better observes

outcomes of certain events and then uses this information to select an event on

which to bet, the selection being made without knowledge of the outcome of that

event. If the selection rule allows an infinite number of selections (bets) to be made

over the infinite sequence, it is called a proper selection rule, otherwise it is improper

with respect to that sequence. Only betting schemes that are proper selection rules

shall be of concern in identifying random sequences. ("Effective rule" here means
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constructively executable and reproducible; a person who bets every time his ear

itches would be following a rule executable but not reproducible.)

One such "betting scheme" for coin tossing would be to bet "heads" after

each consecutive run of seven "tails." A more unorthodox scheme would permit

the gambler to observe only every other trial (say, the even-numbered trials)

allowing him to "return" at intervals to bet on the unobserved trials. The gambler

might, for example, choose to bet "heads" on odd-numbered trials occurring in

the middle of each run of six " heads " in the even-numbered trials observed.

Various properties were established concerning von Mises' random sequences

under certain informal interpretations of the term "betting scheme," or selection

rule (see e.g., Wald [14]). The problem of formalization centered on the concept

of "all possible effective selection rules." In [1], Church proposes a solution to

this problem and gives an explicit definition for randomness for sequences of O's

and l's. The role of "effectively calculable" functions is assumed by recursive

functions, a precisely defined class of " effectively calculable " functions which has

proved to date to include all functions we are willing to call "effectively

calculable." (The equivalence of the class of "effectively calculable" functions

with the class of recursive functions is called Church's thesis. A discussion of this

relationship appears in Davis [2, p. 10]; on p. 41 Davis gives a formal definition

of the class of recursive functions. This paper will assume a familiarity with

recursive function theory to the extent given in [2], when convenient, however,

using the more conventional notation as appears in Rogers [13]. Certain basic

properties of the Kleene hierarchy using this notation are stated in the next

section.)

One reason for interest in sequences satisfying Church's definition is that if the

class of effective selection rules is properly formalized using recursive functions,

then we have at hand " models " of random sequences in the sense that we have

sequences sharing properties possessed by "almost all" sequences (with respect to

a suitable measure) as regards the impossibility of a successful gambling system

(see Doob [4]; for the generalization treated here see Loveland [8], [9]). The

question considered here can be then phrased: how "noneffective" (measured

via the Kleene hierarchy) do these "models" have to be? Clearly, these "models"

cannot be effectively enumerable for then one would use the enumerating rule to

"place one's bets" and score perfectly. In a certain sense, however, these sequences

are "almost effectively enumerable." This remark will be clarified below.

We present the formal definitions and results in the next section. Proofs are given

in the final section.

Basic definitions and results. In defining the notion of random sequence to be

used here (with the accompanying notion of random set), it is desirable to modify

Church's definition to make the sequences more accurately reflect our notion of

"randomness." (This weakness is not due to Church's formalization of the von
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Mises system but was inherited from previous formulations. Church's formulation,

for example, does not force sequences defined by selection rules of the type illus-

trated by the second example to give the same limiting relative frequency as the

original sequence, although the type illustrated by the first example is controlled.

See Loveland [8] or [9](2).) Unfortunately, the modification necessary adds to the

complexity of the definition, due to the more complex basis for describing the

general selection rule. The selection rule format is composed of two parts : (i) an

observed sequence is enumerated which orders the trials as the better (or "game"

format) dictates (as the observed trials may differ in order and/or selection from the

original order of execution of the events) ; (ii) a final, or betting, subsequence of the

observed sequence which is the sequence constrained in its limiting relative

frequency. In selecting both the observed and betting sequences, the better has

knowledge of the preceding members of the observed sequence (hence also knowl-

edge of the preceding members of the betting sequence). The c¡, i"=0, 1, 2,...

used in the definition below encode the information available preceding the (¡i + l)th

selection in the observed sequence; this includes the "index" numbers of previous

trials observed (i.e., order of execution of the events) and the outcome of each

observed trial. For clarity we use a(i) for a¡ in the definition. By "partial recursive

function with adequate domain" we mean the domain of the partial function is

some subset of the nonnegative integers which includes the integers c¡, i'=0, 1,2,....

Definition. An infinite sequence a(0), a(l), a(2),... of O's and l's is a recursively

random sequence if the following conditions hold :

(1) If f(r) is the number of l's among the first r terms of a(0), a(\), a{2),...

then/(r)/r approaches a limit/?, 0<p< 1, as r approaches infinity.

(2) Let <f>(x) be any partial recursive function with adequate domain and c0= 1,

cn + 1 = Pr(n+l)"n-cn where Pr (x) is the xth prime number, and bn = 2kn + a(kn).

The kn\ are determined by <j>(cn) = k„. If the integers k0, ku k2, ■ ■. form a non-

repetitive infinite sequence then the new sequence a(k0), a(k1), a(k2),... (the

observed sequence) must satisfy the following condition :

If <fi(x) is any partial recursive function with adequate domain and the a(kn)

such that i¡t(cn) = 0 form an infinite subsequence a(kno), a(kni), a(kn2),... (the

betting sequence) of the observed sequence, then if g(r) is the number of 1 's among

the first r terms of a(kno), a(kni), a(kn2),... then g(r)¡r approaches the same limit

p as r approaches infinity.

Definition. Given the recursively random sequence a0, aY, a2,. ■ ■ the associated

recursively random set S (or, simply, random set) is given by S={i \ at= 1}.

Clearly, if S is a random set so is S, the complement of S. (The " universe " is taken

to be the nonnegative integers; thus, 5={/1 af = 0} for the sequence defining S.)

For the remainder of the paper we shall assume the limiting relative frequency

(2) Added in proof. A similar modification is independently noted and employed in A. N.

Kolmogorov, On tables of random numbers, Sankhyä Ser. A 25 (1963), 369-376.
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to be 1/2. Conversion from a recursively random sequence associated with 1/2

to a recursively random sequence associated with p, for p a recursive real number,

may be effectively carried out given the original sequence. (See e.g., [3, p. 209].)

We shall report the results in two ways, via the Kleene hierarchy and by use of

Putnam's trial-and-error predicates (see Putnam [12]). The latter are linked to the

Kleene hierarchy and is the tool used in obtaining the hierarchy results. However,

they have an independent appeal as a certain very restrictive type of noneffective

process. We consider these notions and their relationship before stating our results.

The Kleene hierarchy of predicate forms classifies the "arithmetrical" sets in

classes Sn, nn, « = 0, 1,2,... defined as follows: Sn is the class of all sets A of the

form A ={(au ..., am) | (ôi*i)(ô2*2) ■ • • {Qnxn)P{ax,..., am, xu ..., xn)} where

P(au ..., am, Xj,..., xn) is a recursive predicate, the Q2k+1 are existential quanti-

fiers and the Q2k are universal quantifiers. IIn is the class of all sets A as above

except that the Q2k +i are universal quantifiers and the Q2k are existential quanti-

fiers. We summarize some basic properties of this hierarchy of sets (see Rogers [13]):

(1) 20=110=2! O 11! = the collection of all recursive sets;

(2) AeXno Äelln, all«;

(3) S„c£„+li nn<=Sn+1,Sll«=ni,+1andn.<=nil+1,allii;

(4) S„d:nnand IInd:Lnfor«>0;

(5) S„ u nncSn+1 n nn+1 for n>0 and containment is proper.

We now define the notion of trial-and-error predicate. We include here an

immediate generalization of the concept of Putnam's which is useful in the following

section.

Definition. The predicate "lim,..,» Q(i,j)" is well defined if for each /' there

exists ay'oO") such that either Q{i,j) is true for all j¡tj0(i) or Q(i,j) is false for all

j^JoO)- The value of the predicate is Q(i,j0(0)-

Definition. P(i) is a trial-and-error predicate over Q(i,j) if .PCO^lim,-.«, Q{i,j)

is well defined. P(i) is a trial-and-error predicate if Q(i,j) is recursive.

Let Q(i,j) be a recursive predicate. Then its truth-value is effectively calculable.

If we regard Q(i,j) as they'th stage in the process of determining the value of P(i),

then P(i) is "eventually determined," but at a time (stage) not necessarily effectively

determinable. That is, for each i, from some (unpredictable) stage onward, P(i)

has been determined by a given effective process. One might regard this as an

"asymptotically effective" process. (For a fuller discussion of this type of predicate

see Putnam [12].)

The following lemma is a direct extension of an observation of Putnam's and

links the two notions defined above. Its proof, as well as the theorems following,

appears in the next section.

Lemma (Putnam). // Q={(i,j)\Q(i,j)} and QeXnnlln, « = 1,2,3,..., if

P(i) is a trial-and-error predicate over Q(i,j) and P={i\P(i)} then PeT,n + 1 n Iln + 1.

In particular, if P(i) is a trial-and-error predicate then P eS2 O II2.
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Our results may now be stated :

Theorem 1. There is a trial-and-error predicate which defines a recursively random

set (i.e., there exists a trial-and-error predicate P(i) such that P={i\P(i)} is a

recursively random set).

Theorem 2. There exist recursively random sets properly in S, n II,, for i = 2, 3,

4,... (i.e., in 2, n n, but not in Si_1 u ni.j).

For completeness, we present a result of Markwald [10] concerning the Mostow-

ski field of sets, i.e., the class of sets containing Sj and closed under a finite number

of applications of complement, union, and intersection. Markwald proves that

for every set M in the Mostowski field, M or M contains an infinite subset in Sl5

which yields immediately the following theorem.

Theorem 3 (Markwald). There exists no recursively random set in the Mostowski

field of sets.

It remains an open question as to whether or not every class of the Kleene

hierarchy containing S2 n n2 "properly" contains a recursive random set (i.e.,

whether in addition to the above result, random sets exist in the class 2n but not

n„, n^2, and conversely).

Proofs of stated results.    We first prove the lemma.

Proof (of Lemma). It is convenient to establish the result for Q(i,j) recursive

first. Let P={i\P(i)}.

(1) P(i) = (3y)(z)[z<y v Q(i, z)] so PeZ2.

Given that P(i) is a trial-and-error predicate, we also have

(2) P(i) = (y)(3z)[z>y and Q(i, z)] so P e II2.

If Ô = {('J)| Q(iJ)} e 2n n nn, then

(3) Q(i,j) = [k]R(i,j, «!,..., m„) and also

(4) Q(i,j)= [m]S(i, j, «i,..., «„)
where [k], [m] represent strings of n alternating quantifiers, the former beginning

with an existential quantifier, the latter beginning with a universal quantifier, and

where R(i,j, «i.«„) and S(i,j, uu ..., un) are recursive predicates. Using (4)

for Q(i, z) in (1) bringing forward the quantifiers and combining the adjacent

universal quantifiers (see Rogers [13] for technique), it is seen that PeEn + 1.

Likewise, replacing Q(i, z) by its equivalent form of (3) in (2), bringing forward the

quantifiers and combining adjacent existential quantifiers yields P e Un + t. Q.E.D.

The main task is the demonstration of the existence of a recursive predicate

Q(i,j) yielding the necessary trial-and-error predicate P(i) for Theorem 1. A slight

modification then yields Theorem 2. We choose to define Q(i,j) by describing an

effectively calculable process with the desired properties and then invoking Church's

thesis to establish that the process defining Q(i,j) is represented by some recursive

function. We present an infinite string of sequences A0, Au A2,. ■ ■, where Aj=aj(0),
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a/1), a/2),... is a sequence of O's and l's, and define Q(i,j) = a¡(i)= 1, for i, j

= 0, 1, 2, 3,.... Thus the condition we seek is that for each /, lirn,-.» a//) = 0 or

lirn,_o) a,(i)=l; intuitively, the sequences can be viewed as successive approxi-

mation to the recursively random sequence (and likewise for the corresponding sets).

Notation. The observed sequence associated with sequence A (of O's and l's)

will be denoted by A(g), where g is (the Gödel number of) the recursive function

which determines A(g) from A. Likewise, A(g, h) denotes the betting sequence

derived from A via A(g), with h the (Gödel number of) the recursive function which

determines A(g, h) from A(g). Thus A(g) = a(k0), a(k1), a(k2),... and A(g, h)

= a(kni), a(kn2), a(k%3),... where the &¡'s and /cn,'s are determined as given in the

definition of recursively random sequence.

A( ; m), where misa positive integer, shall denote the sequence A truncated

after m terms, i.e., a(0), a(\),..., a(m—l). A(g; m) denotes the maximum observed

sequence derivable from A( ; m), that is, a(k0), a(k-¿),..., a(k¡) where kj + 1^m,

and k0, ku ..., k,<m. A{g, h; m), likewise denotes the maximum initial sequence

of A(g, h) derivable from A(g; m). M(S,p) shall denote the initial p terms of

sequence S (S not necessarily a binary sequence), then M{A,p) = A( ;p) for binary

sequence A.

Finally, let I(A( ; m)) denote the finite string of indices of the truncated

sequence, e.g., I(A(g; m)) = k0, ku ..., kf.

Let g, h be arbitrary, given positive integers. Let us denote by g(x) and h(x) the

partial recursive functions defined when g and h are regarded as Gödel numbers of

functions. (When g or A is not a Gödel number, the corresponding functions are

considered as functions over the empty domain.) Given a sequence A (of O's and

l's), the domain of g(x) (resp. h(x)) may not include the set {c0, clt c2,...} (see

definition of recursively random sequence) needed to define A(g) or A(g; m)

(resp. A(g, h) or A(g, h, m)), or g(x) may not be 1-1 over the domain required.

A(g) and A(g; m) are then calculated to the first irregularity in the procedure, and

the resulting finite sequence is defined to be A{g) and A(g; m) respectively. (The

same holds for A(g, h) and A{g, h; m).)

By a binary string we mean a finite sequence of O's and l's. We also use the term

"sequence" for finite as well as infinite sequences.

Recall that n binary strings of length/) comprise the fraction n-2~" of the total

number of such binary strings. The following lemma asserts that, given n binary

strings of length p, the fraction of sequences A( ; m), for any m^p, which map

by a given selection rule into sequences A(g, h ; m) having at least p elements and

such that the initial p elements form one of the given binary strings, is ^ n ■ 2 ~p.

The corollary considers the situation when binary strings are juxtapositioned.

Lemma. Let g, h be any two positive integers. Given positive integer p, for any

m^p there are ;£2m"p sequences A( ; m) such that M(A(g, h, m),p) = b, a given

binary string of length p.
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Proof. Let g(x), h(x) be the corresponding partial recursive functions. The

proof is by induction.

(l)p=l.

Assume b=\, to show that ^2m_1, or not more than 1/2 of the sequences of

form A( ; m), give M(A(g, h; m), 1)= 1. We show for each A( ; m) such that

M(A(g, h; m), 1) = 1 there is a sequence B( ; m) such that M(B(g, h;m), 1)=0;

namely, if M(I(A(g, h; m)), \) = k then define ¿>(/)=a(i), ¿=0, 1,..., m—\, i^k,

and b(k)=0 (recall b = \ states that a(k) = 1).

B( ;m) is clearly the desired sequence as the selection of k by A(g,h;m)

depends only on A(g; m) and I(A(g; m)) up to the point of selection of k as the

first member of I(A(g, h; m)). But B(g; m) and I(B(g; m)) are identical with their

counterparts over the critical range. The case b=0 is analogous.

(2) Assume true for p = n, to show true for p = n +1. By induction hypothesis,

it is known that there are ^ 2m ~ B sequences A( ; m) such that M(A(g, h ; m), n) = b,

where b denotes the binary string of length n obtained by deleting the last "digit"

of b. Denote this class of sequences A( ; m) by s&. It is sufficient to show that

not more than one-half of the sequences A( ; m) of ¿4 produce string b. This is

established as before by a 1-1 correspondence within .í/.If¿» = M, then 2?( ;m)es&

is formed by a(i) = b(i), i=0, 1,..., m— 1, ii=k and b(k) = 0, where k is the n+ 1th

(or last) term of M(I(A(g, h; m)), n+1). As before, as no other term than a(k) is

altered to form B( ; m), b(k) must be selected by B(g, h ; m) at the corresponding

point that A(g, h; m) selects a(k) so M(B(g, h;m),n+l) = b0. The case b = b0 is

analogous.   Q.E.D.

Corollary. Let U, V be sets of binary strings of length s, t respectively having

x, y members respectively. Let p = x\2s and g=y\2K Define the prefix of w, where

w is a binary string of length s+t, to be the leftmost string of s symbols of w, and

the suffix of w to be the rightmost string of t symbols of w. Let r be the fraction of

sequences A( ; m) such that M(A(g, h;m),s + t)¥=w where w has either prefix

ue Uor suffix v e V. Then r^(l —p)(\ —q), allm.

Proof. If m< s+t then r= 1 as M(A(g, h; m), s+t) must be a string of less than

s+t members.

Fot m^s + t, the equivalent statement 1— r^ l—(l—p)(l— q)=p+q— pq will

be established. If z is the number of sequences A( ; m) which have map w where

w has prefix ue U oi suffix veV then \—r— z\2m. The number of binary strings of

length s + t of form w is x-2'+2s-y—x-y. By the lemma

z ú 2m-is + t\x-2t + 2s-y-xy),

\-r ^ 2-is+t)(x-2t + 2s-y-x-y),

\-r ^ x-2-s+y-2-t-x-y-2-s-2~l = p+q-pq.

Q.E.D.
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The basic idea of the algorithm is to discard from consideration collections of

binary sequences, each collection of sequences specified by a common initial seg-

ment, if the initial segment is transformed by some selection rule into a binary

string having too many O's or l's. Discarded sequences are never reconsidered as

candidates for the random sequence. Larger and larger initial segments are con-

sidered with respect to more and more selection rules with care taken never to let

the total of discarded sequences become too large a fraction of the total collection

of binary sequences (in the obvious measure sense). The approximations to the

random sequence are then taken from the collection of still eligible sequences at

appropriate times in the process.

To construct the algorithm outlined, we use a procedure which, for a given

selection rule, discards less than a specified fraction (dependent on the selection

rule) of the total collection of binary sequences and yet leaves only those sequences

which transform under the selection rule to betting sequences having the same

limiting relative frequency as the original sequence, i.e., limiting frequency 1/2.

This procedure is now considered.

Let us consider binary strings of length m. If we decide to discard those sequences

whose initial segment of length m map into given betting sequences of length

púm, then by the lemma we discard no larger fraction of the total number of

sequences considered than the ratio of the number of specified sequences of

length p to the total number of sequences of length p. (Hereafter we write

"discard the initial segment b" for "discard the sequences with initial segment b")

We now specify «j binary strings of length xx, n2 strings of length x2,..., nk strings

of length xk, and discard any initial segment whose betting sequence when split into

successive sections of length xu x2,..., xk respectively, has any one section match

a binary string specified for that section. The corollary of the lemma (iterated a

sufficient number of times) states that for fixed m, the fraction of initial segments

of length m retained is at least as large as the fraction of binary strings of length

X1+X2+ • • ■ +xk retained as acceptable initial segments for the betting sequence,

namely

n (i-v2-*o.

We shall discard initial segments whose betting sequences have a section containing

too many O's or l's; we have just noted that we need only consider the fraction of

binary strings of length x1+x2-\- ■ ■ ■ +xk not violating the given conditions, as

this fraction will never exceed the fraction of initial segments retained. Thus we can

consider the discard problem for binary strings with no transformation problems

involved.

Let w¡ denote the length of the first / sections of a binary string, i.e.,

mx = xt + x2-\-\-xt.
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It will develop that the fraction of strings to be discarded determines a positive

number t0 such that x¡ = (/o + í)6. The discarded strings are those whose ith section

has Si or fewer O's or l's, where j( = [x(/(2+l/f)] with t = t0 + i. [a] denotes the

integral part of a. Note that s¡ < xJ2 but that s(/(x(/2) -> 1 as i -> oo. A conventional

argument shows that once t0 is chosen the binary strings which are not discarded

at some point approach the limiting frequency 1/2 uniformly, i.e., if/I/) counts the

number of l's in the first r places of the binary string, then, given t0, for any e>0

there exists an N such that

r     2
< e

holds for all r > mN, where N is independent of the binary string chosen. (Of course,

r is not confined to the values m{ hence the counting function/(r) may stop counting

in the middle of an interval, but this causes no fundamental problem.) The choice

of x¡ and s¡ will now be justified and the method given for computing t0 from a given

lower bound for the fraction of binary strings to be retained.

Let b(m, ri) — n !/(m !(« — m) !), the number of binary strings of length n that have

exactly m O's. Then it can be shown (see Feller [5, p. 140, equation 3.6], where we

use b(p, ri) for Feller's b(p; n, 1/2)) that

P = 0

2 Up, ri) < b(s, ri)-:—=-       when s è n/2.
.                                      »4-    -7í

Let k = n¡s so s = n¡k and k>2, then

V t/      \      L/     i   n-n/k+l> b(p, ri) < b(s, ri) '      ...
„4*0  ^   ' ' n+\-2(njk)

(1) <b(s>n\n.((k-2)lk)+l)

< Ks, «)(|^).

Thus the number of strings of length n with less than or equal to s O's is bounded

in terms of the number of such strings with exactly s O's, as long as s < n\2, as is

true for l's in place of O's.

For n even, clearly b(s, ri)-¿b{n¡2, ri), s^n¡2. By Stirling's formula,

The relations (2ir)ll2ril + ll2e~'i<nl of Stirling's holds for all n and the percentage

error decreases, with increasing n, monotonically to 0 (see Feller [5, pp. 50-52]).

These two facts with (2) yield

(3) 2-nb(nl2,ri) <(^X'2,       «even.
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Combining (1) and (2), for n even, and s<nß,

(4) 2- i b(p, n) < 2-«b(nl2, „)(^) < (¿f^)-

If n is not even, let s^[n¡2]. Then (4) holds with b(n/2, n) replaced by b([n/2], n).

If n=xt and j=s(, then twice the left-hand side of (4) represents the fraction of

binary strings discarded due to less than or equal to í¡ O's or l's in the zth section,

and thus twice the right-hand side is an upper bound of this quantity. Taking this

estimate, let

where n = t6 and k = n¡s = 2+llt, thus n = t6 and s = t6l(2+ 1/r) represent the x¡

and Si respectively. Then ct bounds the fraction of discarded strings of section i.

It is well known (see Knopp [7, p. 27]) that

(6) Ü5Z? = fj (l-z2jy2),       all (complex) z.

If z=2 • (2/w)1'4 then with c't = z2t~2,

na-<ô-no-*■/'■>-^
(7)

_ sin 2Q3)1'4

2(2tt3)1'*    ~ C-

As 1>cí' = 4(2/7t)1/2í-2>2(2/i7)1'2((í+1)/í3) = c(, for rä2, it follows that

(8) fl(l-ca<fl(l-ct)< 1
t = u t = u

for any positive integers m, t;, i;>«, so Elt™ 2 (1— ct) converges.

For any l>t0~£ 1, I"L" í0 + i (1_cí')< ní=í0 + i (1-qX but the right-hand side is

the fraction of strings retained after processing the first / sections (with x¡ = te and

í( = [/6/(2+l/í)] where t=t0 + i). Thus it is sufficient to find for each 77, 0< 17< 1,

a t0 such that

(9) n (i-*)>*
e=(o + i

But by (8) this may be solved instead for the infinite product of (7), which can

be done constructively simply by calculating a sufficiently by close rational approxi-

mation to the constant C, then dividing out a sufficient number of initial terms of

the product until a t0 is found such that

<10) ..n/'-^-o-cixi-ct-o-ri.)^-
This produces the r0 necessary to specify xt and st in the required manner.
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With the main tool now available, that of controlling the fraction of binary

sequences discarded per selection rule, we can outline the algorithm which yields

the sequence of approximating binary sequences whose "limit" is the desired

binary sequence.

We have represented the observed sequence and betting sequence by A(g)

and A(g, h) respectively, where g is the Gödel number of the recursive function

g(x) which determines A(g) from A, and h is the Gödel number of the recursive

function h(x) which determines A(g, h) from A(g). That is, g and h are positive

integers such that

(11) g(x)=U{vmnTl(g,x,y)y

(12) h(x) = Utmin T^h, x, y)\,

this representation established by Kleene's normal form theorem (see Davis [2] or

Kleene [6]). The predicate T^{z, x, y) is (primitive) recursive, hence its truth value

may be effectively determined ; its determination for a particular x, y, z we shall

call a "step" in the algorithm. It is necessary to view this as the atomic operation

rather than the calculation of g(x) for a given x as the function may not be defined

at x.

It is convenient to introduce the notation A~(g) and A~(g, h) as (nonunique)

notations for a selection rule; in particular, for given integers g and h, A~(g) is

called an observed sequence generator and A~(g, h), a betting sequence generator.

Each is a function from the set of binary sequences to the set of binary sequences,

having as values the observed and betting sequences respectively corresponding to

the binary sequence appearing as the argument of the function. If a, b are not

Gödel numbers the value of the functions is the empty string; otherwise, it is the

string produced up to the first irregularity, e.g., g(x) or n(x) is undefined for an

appropriate argument x. We now give the order of enumeration of selection rules

as follows: using the function z=J(x, j) = (l +2 + 3+ ■ ■ • +(x+y))+x which (well)

orders pairs of positive integers, we say A~(a, b)<A~(c, d) if/(a, b)<J(c, d). The

procedure will meet the condition that no betting sequence generator A~(g,h)

rejects more than the fraction 2~z of the possible binary sequences, where z=J(g, h).

That is, for r¡ of equation (9) as a function ij(z) of g and h, r¡(z)=l—2~z is used to

find the appropriate t0 for A~(g, h).

The nth approximation to the desired random sequence is found as follows:

calculate the appropriate t0 for each of the first « betting sequence generators

A'(g,h), under the ordering defined above. A~(\, 1) is taken to be the first

generator. This determines the discarding rules for the "candidate" sequences with

respect to the first n selection rules. Then take each of the 2n binary sequences of

length n and apply the first n generators A~{g, h) in turn to each binary sequence

until either 2" steps have been calculated (per application of a given generator to a
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given sequence) or a(x) assumes a value greater than n, that is, the observed

sequence extends beyond the first n terms determined by the given binary sequence.

A binary sequence (of length n) is discarded if the initial segment of a betting

sequence so generated violates the conditions previously mentioned for any one

of the n generators A~(g, h). The nth approximation is the sequence an(0), an(l),

an(2) ■ ■ ■ with an(i) = 1 for iè n and the first n terms determined as discussed below.

As regards the calculation of the betting sequence given A~ and the binary

sequence A( ; n), this is to be performed according to the definition, using the

given (effective) coding of "past" information and including the automatic

discard of A( ; m) with respect to A~(g, h) if g(x) is not 1-1 over the pertinent

domain. The functions g(x), h(x) are calculated by (11) and (12) respectively

in repetition until 2" steps have been performed in total in the one application.

Of course the 2n steps will be absorbed for any n in any calculation of g(x)

or h(x) for which the function is not defined with respect to that argument.

Clearly, any representation of a proper selection rule will not terminate in this

manner, or in any other irregularity previously mentioned. It is important to

notice that the above is an effective procedure capable, for example, of being

programmed on a modern digital computer.

In order to determine the nth approximation to the desired sequence (now

reduced to finding values for n terms), it is necessary to keep a memory of the binary

sequences of length n which have not been discarded by any part of the process

determining the nth approximation. (There are initially 2n sequences in memory,

of course.) The process for the nth approximation will clearly remove from this

memory any sequence which has an initial segment of length m<n which was

removed from memory during the calculation of the mth approximation. Thus,

after memory has been culled, a sequence remains only if it is an extension of a

sequence in the memory of each previous approximation. We determine the first

n terms of the nth approximation by considering the sequences remaining in

memory as binary numbers (with the first member of the sequence as highest order

bit) and selecting that sequence having the greatest magnitude as a binary number.

The selected sequence becomes the initial segment (of length n) of the nth approxi-

mating sequences to A. That the sequence comprising the nth approximation is

well defined is a consequence of memory being nonempty ; the latter fact is estab-

lished by recalling that no larger fraction than £z2"2 of memory is discarded

where z=J(g, h)^J(l, 1)=4 for g, Aà; 1. That an(i) changes only a finite number of

times as n proceeds through the positive integers follows as a consequence of the

discarding of the extensions of any previously discarded sequence, as for any n

such that an + 1(i)^an(i) we must have an + 1(0)an + 1(l) • • • an + 1(z)<an(0)an(l) ■ •. an(i)

when the segments are viewed as binary numbers. As only 2i+1 such sequences of

length i+1 exist, there must be an n0 such that an + 1(i) = an(i) for all n>n0.

We define Q(i, n) = [an(i)=l]. As mentioned earlier, we establish the recursive-

ness of Q(i, n) by invoking Church's thesis. The justification of the application of
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Church's thesis to this process has been the main undertaking of this section,

that is, to show that the process is capable of execution by an appropriate Turing

machine. To actually detail the instructions for such a machine would only produce

a mountain of incomprehensible data; we rest our case on the above outline.

The notion limn_ «, Q(i, n) is clearly well defined as shown above. Thus we can

now define P(/)=limn-.co Q(i, ri) where P(i) is a trial-and-error predicate.

We define the binary sequence A by [a(i) = l]=P(i). Then A is a recursively

random sequence for if it were not there would be some betting sequence deter-

mined by partial recursive functions g(x), h(x) whose limiting relative frequency is

either not defined or not equal to the limiting relative frequency of the sequence A.

But the corresponding generator A~(g,h), where g, h are Gödel numbers for

g(x), h(x) respectively, appears in the enumeration from stage z onward, where

z=J(g, h). For a given generator, the process discards all sequences not yielding

acceptable betting sequences derived from the generator with respect to the

associated sequence A.

Thus P(i) is a trial-and-error predicate defining a recursively random sequence

(or set), which proves Theorem 1.

To establish Theorem 2 for i = 2, we note by the lemma of Putnam that

P(i) e E2 n fl2. However, P cannot be in Sl5 for any set B in Xj may be identified

with a betting sequence as B is the range set of some recursive function. We observe

that if P is a set defining a recursively random sequence then P, the set of non-

negative integers not members of P, must also define a recursively random sequence

R by [r(i)=l]=P(i), in fact [r(i) = 0]=[a(i)=l]. Thus Pe^ implies Pe^

implies that P, hence P, does not define a recursively random sequence. This

establishes the case i=2.

For the case i=2+j,j= 1, 2, 3,..., the method for i'=2 is employed with use of

an "oracle" by which we obtain betting sequences defined by sets in Si + 1.

Using the notation of the previous theorem, let g(x) represent the function

which determines the observed sequence A(g) of A. In the preceding theorem g(x)

is recursive; replace this condition as expressed by equation (11) by

(11') g(x) = {//min Tf"(g, x, y)\       where SF>

is defined by Sm= 0 and Sin + 1) = {x\(3y)Tt'n(x, x, y)}, and g is a suitable

Gödel number. It is well known (see Rogers [13]) that the class of range sets of

g(x) then comprises S/+1. Using this formulation for developing the betting

sequences in the manner of the previous theorem, each set defines a betting sequence

over which the resulting sequence A is random. Thus the set P={i\a(k) = l}

cannot be in Sy+1; by symmetry (as discussed above for i=2) P cannot be in

ny+1, hence P is not in SJ + 1 u ni + 1.

To see that PeEí+2n ni+2, define Q(i,n) = [a(i)=l], where an(i) is the fth

term of the nth approximation to A as defined previously. Q(i, n) is then recursive
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in SU) by Church's thesis. Thus geSy+1 n ni+1 where Q = {(i,ri)\Q(i,ri)}. Let

P(i) = limn^x Q(i,ri), where this has been seen to be well defined. Then by the

lemma P={i\P(i)} eSí+2 n IIi+2. This proves Theorem 2.
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